
Over 5 Million Sold



Founded back in 1983 it was Aquapac who  
invented the first ever waterproof phone case.

While submersible device cases like these are still hugely  
significant, they are by no means all that Aquapac is about  
nowadays. An increasingly important part of our offering  
is a fast-growing range of backpacks, drybags, duffel bags  
and all sorts of other general-purpose bags and pouches.

We have a hard-earned reputation for manufacturing quality  
and aftersales service, and are proud to have won the Queen’s  
Award for Enterprise on three separate occasions. We offer a  
Full 5-Year Warranty on all our products.

What’s New 

Introduction of our two new websites 
We’ve just launched two brand new websites  
that we hope you will find really useful: 

www.aquapac.info is an information-only website  
(no e-commerce) giving quick and easy access to  
everything that any customer might ever want to  
know about our products.

www.aquapacreseller.com is a site specially designed  
for Aquapac distributor and reseller staff, with useful 
training videos plus lots of essential information about 
shipping weights and dimensions, etc.

About Aquapac
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Deena Hoagland of Island Dolphin Care
Aquapac Outdoor Champion 2015
 
We’d all like to do something to make the world a better place. Every year 
we provide a special sponsorship grant to one individual who has devoted 
their life to doing just that. 

Island Dolphin Care – based in Key Largo, Florida – employs therapists 
with a background in special education who – working with a family of 
lovingly looked-after dolphins – help wounded veterans and children with 
special needs. 

The dolphins provide unconditional motivation and support to those with 
various disabilities. The unique combination of play and animal assisted 
therapy provides both children and adults with encouragement and joy.
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Smartphones and GPS
The Classic Range

These four cases are the backbone of the Aquapac  
range, they are the most popular of all our products. 

You can talk and hear through them without a  
problem, and your touchscreen works normally.

Also you can get great photos and video through the  
LENZFLEX™ lens window on the back of the case.

A great advantage of our range over hard cases is that you don’t 
always have to buy a new one when you upgrade your phone.

The patented Aquaclip® seal opens and closes with a quick twist  
of two levers, and everything stays in one piece even when it’s open.
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Featured User – Will Millard
Will Millard is a journalist and adventurer. In 2015 his documentary 
series Hunters of the South Seas was broadcast to great acclaim on 
BBC Television. 

Aquapac supported Will in his 2012 expedition to West Papua, and 
again in 2013 when he received the Royal Geographical Society 
Journey of a Lifetime award for his solo descent of Sierra Leone’s  
River Mano – subsequently broadcast in a critically acclaimed  
two-part series on BBC Radio.

During the making of the Hunters of the South Seas series 
Will relied on our backpacks and duffel bags, while his sound 
recordist used our radio microphone cases to get the sound.

“ What can I say about your products!? Genuinely, the Aquapac 
duffel is the best packrafting bag I have ever had and, when the 
packraft flipped halfway down the descent, it almost certainly 
saved the project!”

  Check out our helpful new Size Guide! www.aquapac.info/size-guide  › 5



These two new cases are similar  
to the Classic cases but come  
supplied with a fitting to attach  
them to the handlebars on a bike,  
or to the helm bar on a yacht or RIB.

No tools are required. 
 
The mechanism is designed to be 
attached quickly and simply just  
using your fingers. 

Note: There is no lens window on  
the back of these two cases.
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These cases are similar to the Classic cases but with two added features.  
First, they feature a gold-plated audio jack so you can plug in your 
headphones and listen to your music. And second, they come supplied  
with an armband. So you can go hands-free. Perfect for outdoor sports  
such as kite-surfing and SUP.

Our waterproof headphones deliver amazing sound – yes even underwater! 
They are supplied with different sizes of earbud to fit different ears,  
plus earloops to keep them firmly in place!
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A range of three cases to fit everything 
from phones and GPS units to walkie-
talkies. As the name implies these 
cases are designed to be worn on the 
arm. So you can take them windsurfing 
or kayaking or for other boardsports 
where you need to keep your hands 
free and the device securely fixed to 
your arm.

The Sports Armband is an inexpensive 
neoprene armband that can be used 
with several of our smaller cases, such 
as the Mini Classic phone case, or 
the Keymaster™ case. Note: There is 
no lens window on the back of any of 
these cases.
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A lightweight alternative to our other 
phone cases, these bags feature a tiny 
roll-over seal like miniature drybags.  
They are waterproof to IPX6 (see page 31) 
which is a whole lot more than rainproof.

They have LENZFLEX™ lens windows on 
the back for taking pictures. So all in all 
they are a great option for outdoor-active 
people who expect to get wet or muddy, 
but not actually submerged!
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The outdoor-active customer is most likely to want these cases to 
protect their tablet when reading map programmes on exposed 
hillsides, or out on the water. But we see them being used just as  
much by holidaymakers who want to read or watch movies in the pool!

TGO magazine selected the Kindle case as a Best Buy, while the  
iPad case won Editors’ Choice from Practical Sailor. The iPad  
case has also featured in the prestigious Outside Buyer’s Guide.
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Featured User – Search & Rescue 
We supply both Lowland and Mountain SAR teams. 
Some customers such as the UK and US Coast Guards are government-funded, but many are funded through charitable donations 
and staffed entirely by volunteers. The picture shows a volunteer from one of the many Lowland Rescue teams who use our cases 
to stay in touch. From flooding and river rescue through to woodland and rural searching, members have saved hundreds of lives 
working alongside the full-time emergency services.

For over 30 years Aquapac has been proud to supply the London Fire Brigade, the LA County Lifeguards, the Japan Coast Guard, 
the Royal National Lifeboat Institution, and many more like them all over the world. We hail their bravery and selflessness.
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In just a couple of seconds,  
hey presto, any camera is turned  
into a fully-waterproof camera.  
This means you can safely take 
your own camera with you and 
get great shots when it’s wet.  
Yes, even underwater!

These three cases are 
enormously popular sellers, 
coming a close second behind 
the phone cases. They work 
thanks to a remarkable optically-
clear plastic called LENZFLEX™.
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Example photo  
taken through  
an Aquapac case
Elisita Kemp is a professional 
photographer. She specialises  
in experimenting with water 
photography, and has trusted her 
camera equipment to Aquapac 
cases with incredible results.

Both the underwater shots on  
this page and the spectacular 
image of waves breaking on  
the cover of this catalogue,  
were taken on a recent trip  
to Antigua with her friend and 
model, Katinka Hutchinson.
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These are our premium 
camera cases. Rather than 
just having a LENZFLEX™ 
window they each feature  
a hard acrylic lens.

The DSLR case won the 
pretigious Fish Alaska 
Editors’ Choice Award  
in 2014.

“ The Aquapac Waterproof 
Camera Case is what  
you would call a  
perfect camera case”

Designyoutrust.com
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Ivan Mikolji is a photographer 
and filmmaker who has 
taken thousands of stunning 
underwater photographs  
using our DSLR Camera  
Cases. His Fundación Peces de 
Venezuela (Fish from Venezuela 
Foundation) works to preserve 
North Amazon rainforest 
freshwater ecosystems.

This wonderful image of  
an Oscar Cichlid Astronotus 
recently made the cover of 
Practical Fishkeeping magazine.

Example photo  
taken through  
an Aquapac case
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These pouches are both fully-waterproof to IPX6 
(see page 31) and also padded. Giving superb 
protection to your cameras, lenses and other gear.

The DSLR pouch features a fully-adjustable interior 
section with zippered accessories pocket. So you 
can keep your lenses and camera bodies safe and 
secure inside.

These pouches are both fully-waterproof to IPX6 
(see page 31) and also padded. Giving superb 
protection to your cameras, lenses and other gear.

The DSLR pouch features a fully-adjustable interior 
section with zippered accessories pocket. So you 
can keep your lenses and camera bodies safe and 
secure inside.
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Pangaea Explorations  
 

Aquapac is enormously proud to be the official waterproof bag supplier to Pangaea  
Explorations and their 72ft (22m) sailing vessel Sea Dragon. Based out of Miami, Florida.

Pangaea is actively involved in marine conservation, playing a key role in global  
research and education about microplastics and toxics in the ocean environment.  
Pangaea director Emily Penn was Aquapac Outdoor Champion 2013.

“ We rely on our Aquapacs every day to keep 
all our stuff protected from the elements at 
sea. We really wouldn’t be able to do what 
we do without them!”
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The most trusted waterproof VHF cases on the market, we’ve been selling them 
since 1983. Essential for regular handheld VHF radios when paddling and 
a prudent additional line of defence even for waterproof models. When you 
absolutely have to keep communications open you can trust in these lifesavers.

The most trusted waterproof VHF cases on the market, we’ve been selling them 
since 1983. Essential for regular handheld VHF radios when paddling and 
a prudent additional line of defence even for waterproof models. When you 
absolutely have to keep communications open you can trust in these lifesavers.
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A selection of little bags for 
protecting small but vital  
essentials such as car keys,  
cash, credit cards and passports.

Plus the best waterproof map  
case on the market.

“The perfect surfing accessory”  
Surf-Report on the Keymaster case
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These new packs sold out the moment  
we launched them. Tough waterproof  
protection at a price you can afford. 

Awarded Gear of the Year by 50Campfires.com

“Tough as nails”
OCC Outdoor magazine

“This pack excels over others on the market” 
TheBikeList
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These are our premium, fully-featured 
backpacks. They feature a full-size 
waterproof internal pocket that lets 
you keep wet and dry things or dirty 
and clean things separate within the 
same bag, plus a back support that 
can be slid out to be used as a seat.

“ My Wet & Dry backpack is my 
favourite and I take it everywhere.” 

Sarah Outen MBE, Ocean Rower.

“    My Aquapac Wet & Dry Backpack  
is by far the best quality river bag  
I have ever had.” 

Luke Short, Tennessee.
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Four colour-coded bags 
for use inside other bags. 
Useful for keeping your stuff 
separate inside a larger pack, 
and for preventing toiletry 
leaks from spreading.

“ Not only are these uber-slim 
and uber-flexible so they 
take up virtually no extra 
room, they’re also extremely 
lightweight, so you don’t 
have to worry about lugging 
around extra pounds.” 

GearWeAre.com
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Tough and simple drybags which allow you  
to pack and go, wherever you need to go.  
Made from tough 500D vinyl to withstand all 
the knocks that you experience on the trail.
Perfect for rafting, travel, base camp, sailing 
and expedition use.
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These superlightweight drybags are  
extraordinarily adaptable to suit a  
wide range of different lifestyles,  
tasks and pursuits.

They feature a central dividing sheet 
that creates two separate sections 
allowing you to keep wet and dry 
things or dirty and clean things 
separate within the same bag.
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Two bags for carrying laptops and  
other sensitive gear when hiking or 
biking. We offer a simple padded  
drybag, or a fully-featured messenger 
bag with several layers of padding  
and waterproof protection.

“ When it comes to being ready  
for anything, the Aquapac  
has it nailed. Best on Test.” 

Outer Shell: 420D and 1,680D PU-Coated Nylon  
Sleeve: PU- and Silicone-Coated 40D Nylon

70D PU-coated Ripstop Nylon  
with taped seams. Foam-padded
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Perfect for transporting bulky loads in  
wet places. For rafting, travel, base camp,  
sailing and expedition use.

These no-nonsense, tough but inexpensive 
duffel bags were featured in the prestigious 
Outside Summer Buyer’s Guide in 2015.
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Our premium duffels not only made  
the Outside Buyer’s Guide, but were  
also selected by Backpacker magazine  
for their ‘Best New Gear’ issue.

They are far lighter than any  
comparable duffels, but still  
incredibly tough. They feature an  
air-release valve for easy packing.

As used by explorers from the  
Arctic Ocean to the African bush.
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Our waterproof insulin pump cases allow 
diabetics to shower and paddle without 
worrying about their pump.

Our wire-through cases are also  
used by sound engineers for film  
and TV for waterproofing wireless  
microphone transmitters.

“ Your Aquapac radio mic housings were bloody 
brilliant on the South Pacific series” 

Will Millard, TV documentary maker (see p5)
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We offer Desiccant Sachets to absorb condensation inside  
our cases in humid climates. Carabiners for attaching our  
cases to backpacks and other gear. And Puncture Patches  
to mend cuts and tears.

If there’s anything else you need just ask,  
we can probably help you!
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A simple metal rack.
Designed to hang from  
slatwall as well as be 
freestanding.

Fold the 4-way header to show the header you prefer.

A 2-sided wall poster. 
You choose whether to display  
it horizontally or vertically.

Ask your Aquapac representative  
for more details of these and  
other in-store support materials.

POP Stand Wall Poster
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IPX7

IPX8

IPX6

IPX5

IPX4

IPX3

IPX2

IPX1

The IPXX Scale
Some brands have tried to invent their own 
definitions of waterproofing. But actually an 
international standard already exists – so at 
Aquapac we use that.

The international standard is called IEC 
60529 – Degrees of Protection Provided 
by Enclosures and it was developed by a 
technical committee of the International 
Electrotechnical Commission.

In the USA it has been adopted by the  
National Electrical Manufacturers  
Association (NEMA) as an American  
National Standard.

Rainproof

Vertically falling water drops

Vertically falling water drops – enclosure 
tilted up to 15º from normal position

Sprayproof
 
Water falling as a spray falling at  
any angle up to 60º from vertical

Water splashing from any direction

Stormproof
 
  Water jets – water projected at all  

angles through a 6.3mm nozzle

Powerful water jets – water projected  
at all angles through a 12.5mm nozzle

Submersible
 
  Protected against immersion for 30 

minutes to a depth of less than 3ft/1m

Protected against continuous 
immersion (30 minutes at a depth of 
30ft/10m – see Independent Testing)

Independent Testing
When we patented the Aquaclip® sealing  
system it was submitted for independent  
testing. The IPX8 testing was for 30 minutes  
at the equivalent of a depth of 30ft/10m.

Some of the Aquaclips proved waterproof at 
very much greater depths (our Keymaster™ 
case for example is 100% waterproof to 
50m/165ft).

In-House Testing
During manufacture we batch-test the IPX8 
Submersible cases in our pressure chamber, 
also to the equivalent of 30ft/10m underwater.

We also subject them to a simple manual 
squeeze-in-a-basin test (sometimes it’s the  
real-life tests that really count!)

What do you mean by 100% Waterproof?
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Aquapac is a member of the 

Outdoor Industries Association 

(UK) and the Outdoor Industry 

Association (USA).

We are enormously grateful to  

all the wonderful photographers 

who have contributed images 

including Victor Barro, Em Bell, 

Glenn Capers, Dave Cornthwaite, 

Will Grant, Elisita Kemp,  

Ivan Mikolji, Will Millard,  

Emily Penn, Chris Skone-Roberts,  

Harry Winnington, Shane Young,  

and many others. 

The Aquaclip sealing system 

is fully patented GB 0763337 

USA 5797683. Patents on other 

inventions are pending. All 3rd 

party trademarks are recognized. 

Copyright ©  

Aquapac International Ltd. 

All rights reserved.

Contact  
Information

John Kelly, Sales Director.

T 020 7738 4466    
E john@aquapac.net

Aquapac International Limited
7 Bessemer Park, 250 Milkwood Road,
London SE24 0HG, United Kingdom.
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